We consider the problem of routing and scheduling a heterogeneous set of drivers to cover a known set of tasks. There is a reward for covering each task, and not all the tasks have t o b e c o vered. The reward received can depend on when the task is covered, and the cost of covering a task can be dependent in an arbitrary way on the characteristics of the driver. Once a driver has nished one task, he may be free to cover another task, although subsequent assignments have to obey hours of service regulations and service commitments on tasks. A driver may o r m a y not have to return home at the end of a shift, and we m a y be planning tours for the driver for several days into the future. A driver can handle only one task at a time; there is no in vehicle consolidation. A task might represent a job that has to be performed at a speci c location, but our work is motivated by applications where the task involves moving a load of freight from one location to another, thereby adding a spatial element to the problem.
The construction of each tour is subject to various constraints, such a s g o vernment regulations on driver hours, and constraints associated with each task. For example, each task has an associated time window and the driver must arrive at the origin and destination of the task between their respective time windows. Other constraints might re ect driver capabilities and load characteristics; for example, the load might require a driver with certain training or a speci c type of tractor. Since there are very few hard constraints in real time operations, assignments which violate stated goals are assessed penalties according to a function which v aries according to the constraint violation. Similar penalty functions can also be constructed for other assignment rules and calibrated to simulate the human decision process. This paper presents two algorithms that solve this type of problem, which w e refer to as the dynamic assignment problem. Our work is motivated by the need to solve these problems in a real time setting. This need imposes three constraints on our solution approach. First, the run times must be exceptionally fast. In real problems, data updates can come in every few seconds, so the algorithm must be able to produce a revised solution very quickly, for problems with perhaps 500 drivers. As a result, the algorithm must be amenable to nding new solutions given small perturbations to the problem, with su ciently high quality that a dispatcher cannot readily nd a better solution. Second, operational problems can be extremely complex. There is a lot more data available and issues to be considered in a real-time setting than is generally considered in more classical static planning problems. As a result, the modeling approach m ust be able to handle high levels of detail, and complex operational issues, very easily.
Third, we need to output not only a recommended tour, but alternative recommendations. In an operational problem, it is simply impossible to get all of the data right all of the time. As a result, a model that outputs a speci c tour is typically of limited usefulness. Instead, an optimization model needs to give alternative task assignments for a particular driver, and alternative driver assignments for a particular task. An experienced dispatcher can use this information to make an assignment that considers other information that may not be in the computer.
In this paper, we consider only static snapshots of data. We present our two algorithms and compare them to an optimal solution, a comparison that can only be performed in a static setting. Our goal is to establish the exibility of the modeling framework, and the quality of the solution in a static setting. The testing of these algorithms on a dynamic dataset will be presented in a subsequent paper. However, we demonstrate that our methods provide fast solutions that are of very high quality for problems that are likely to arise in practice.
The problem we address in this paper has been handled in the literature under titles such as the vehicle scheduling problem, the full-truckload problem, or the crew scheduling problem. The vehicle scheduling problem, or the full-truckload problem, are typically cast in relatively simple terms, where a set of vehicles needs to cover a set of loads. Tours may need to cover tasks within a time window, and the length of the tour is typically constrained to the maximum number of hours a driver can spend on the road see Ball et al. 2 , Bodin et al. 5 , Atkinson 1 , for example. This earlier work primarily used tour construction and tour improvement procedures. While these methods can be engineered to handle complex constraints, this is done in an ad hoc way during implementation, rather than being fully integrated into the basic mathematical formulation. A nice discussion of the issues associated with implementing local search heuristics in dynamic routing applications is provided by Psaraftis 8 . Crew scheduling problems, on the other hand, often consider a wide range of complex factors, motivated in most cases by the complex union rules that arise in airline applications see, for example, Marsten and Shepardson 7 and Desrosiers et al. 6 . Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition techniques can be used, whereby the complex work rules are incorporated into the column generation subproblem. This approach gives very high quality solutions, but the execution times can be slow. Additional research is needed to determine if these techniques can be engineered to handle the demands of a real time application. For example, in some static applications, it is possible to solve a single subproblem for an entire group of drivers. In real time settings, each driver is di erent, so a subproblem needs to be solved for each driver. For problems with 500 or 1,000 drivers, this can be prohibitive. Just the same, our problem is mathematically equivalent to the crew scheduling problem and can be solved to optimality with the techniques that have already been developed for this problem class.
This paper makes the following contributions:
We present a formulation that readily handles a high degree of operational detail within a very simple mathematical framework. The formulation is math programming based, and provides the dual information needed to produce alternative recommendations, as needed in real time applications. We believe that our formulation of this problem is new.
We present t wo new algorithms for solving this problem class. The algorithms are similar, and are denoted by the name RAPID Resource Allocation Procedure for the Integrated Dynamic Assignment Problem. The rst, RAPID-SL Single Label, is exceptionally fast and provides high quality solutions to problems where the number of resources drivers or vehicles is su cient to handle most of the tasks presented to the eet. The second, RAPID-ML Multi Label, is somewhat slower but provides higher quality solutions than RAPID-SL, especially when the problems are resource constrained more tasks than can be covered by the available resources.
We compare both algorithms to optimal solutions in a variety of problem settings using static datasets to provide a rigorous estimate of the quality of the solutions provided by both algorithms. The experimental work shows that both algorithms generally produce high quality solutions, with RAPID-ML producing better solutions but requiring more CPU time.
The RAPID algorithms belong in the same family of procedures as column generation methods. The primary di erence is that while column generation uses a master problem subproblem format, we i n tegrate the dual adjustment and column generation steps into a single procedure.
Our two algorithms di er in terms of how w e represent the attributes of a resource following the completion of a task. We begin in section 1 with a formulation that uses a single label to describe a resource after a task completion. Then, section 2 extends this concept to a formulation and algorithm that develops and stores a set of labels representing potential resources at the end of a task. Section 3 describes a comprehensive set of numerical experiments, where the algorithms are compared to each other as well as to an optimal solution based on a column-generation technique. Finally, section 4 summarizes the results of the research.
The single-label labeling algorithm
In our rst algorithm, we represent the attributes of a resource by a label. The labels for the resources are iteratively updated in the algorithm. In the following, we rst present the notation, then the mathematical formulation, followed by a description of the algorithm.
Notation
We consider the notations used for tasks, resources, the decisions for assigning resources to tasks, and the costs involved. The words resource and driver are interchangeable.
Tasks
Each task has an associated label which describes the attributes of that task. Let L = Set of tasks to be covered.
= index of a particular task,`2 L . B = Space containing all possible task attribute labels.
b`= the attribute label associated with task`.
The number of attributes is arbitrary and depends on the applications. To simplify our presentation, we assume that there are only ve attributes for each task`, de ned as follows:
b`= Resources Associated with each resource is a label describing the attributes of the resource. There are two t ypes of resources:`real' or`potential'. The real resources are those whose attributes are known, typically the set of initial drivers. After a real resource covers a task, a new resource is generated, which w e refer to as a potential resource. This potential resource can then cover other tasks as is illustrated in gure 1 where a triangle represents a resource and a circle represents a task. 
Let

Costs
The costs and travel times are de ned over the attribute space since a task can be covered by a real resource or a potential resource whose attributes are not known initially. Let The number va represents the value of stranding a resource with attribute a. This may be a cost in the case where a driver has to return home or it may be an expected revenue derived from historical data. Notice that va is a useful construct in problems that may not have a w ell-de ned end of horizon. The revenue and cost functions are de ned over resource and task labels s which allows us to incorporate a great deal of complexity i n to these functions as the application requires. For simplicity, w e also de ne: v r = va r for r 2 R , a r 2 A c r;`= ca r ; b for r 2 R with attribute a r 2 A , and`2 L with b`2 B .
Notice that c r;`r epresents the contribution of covering task`by resource r. F or xed r and`, the value of c r;`c an vary since it depends on the attributes of r and`.
Resource-task assignment where r s i is a potential resource generated after covering task`s i . In the subtour, the potential resource r s 1 will eventually cover the task`s 1 from which r s 1 is generated. For example, in gure 1, if the last potential driver goes back to take the rst task the rst circle, then a subtour exists. Let S = Set of subtours s = index of a subtour, s 2 S jsj = n umber of arcs in the subtour
Formulation
Using the notation presented so far, the problem formulation is given by: x r;`+ 1 , j sj 0 8s 2 S ; jsj 2 8 Constraints 2 and 3 ensure that ow conservation is maintained for each task and for each initial resource. In constraint 2, the term `;r 0 x r 0 ;`0 is equal to 1 if the potential resource r 0 generated by task`covers task`0; while the term `;r 0 z r 0 is 1 if the potential resource r 0 generated by c o vering task`is not used to cover any other task. Constraint 3 means that an initial resource must either cover a task or is unassigned. Constraints 4 and 5 are the bundle constraints for each task and resource. These constraints make sure that each task will be covered by at most one resource and each resource can cover at most one task at a time. Constraints 6 and 7 are the integrality constraints on the decision variables. Finally, constraint 8 prevents subtours.
RAPID-SL Algorithm
The di culties in solving the optimization de ned by 1 to 8 come from two aspects. First, the problem is an integer program that can contain a large number of subtour constraints. Second, the costs c r;`; r2 R L are not known initially because we do not know the attributes of the potential resource that will cover task`. In the RAPID-SL algorithm, we rst provide the initial estimates of the attributes of the potential resources such that the costs, c r;`, are xed. Then, we iteratively update c r;`t hroughout the algorithm. Next, we relax the subtour constraints and solve the resulting problem as a minimum cost network ow problem. From the optimal network ow solution, we identify the subtours and increase the costs of the arcs in the subtours. Let c k r;`b e the cost of assigning resource r to task`at iteration k. The steps and the interpretation of the algorithm are as follows:
Step 1. Initialization
For each`2 L , genera t e a r esource label a r such that a r;1 = b`; 2 a r;2 = b`; 3 + b`; 5 a r;3 = b`; 5 Compute c k r;`; 8 r 2 R ;2 L . Explanation RAPID-SL builds an initial estimate of a resource label by giving it the most optimistic set of attributes possible given that we know it has covered this task. For example, if the time window on the task origin starts at 3:00 pm and the task takes one hour to complete then the most optimistic time of availability i s 4:00 pm. The other attributes are set using similar reasoning and are continually revised at each iteration as tasks are covered.
Step 2. The problem is a pure network ow problem which can be solved by standard optimization technique such as network simplex algorithm.
Step 3. Identify and eliminate subtours Explanation We rst identify the subtours created by the optimal solution of P1.
Then, we use the dual variables to increase the cost of the arcs in the subtours for penalizing the formation of such subtours when P1 is re-optimized.
Step 4. Label and cost adjustment Explanation Here we trace out the assignments made for each resource and update the potential driver attributes to those of the driver which n o w c o vers that task. Having changed the potential driver we then re-cost all the arcs out of that potential driver.
Step 5. Terminal check
If no assignments have changed f r om the last iteration, then we terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, go to step 2.
The strengths of this procedure are that it lends itself very well to real-time updating, requiring only a few iterations to perform real-time updates. One clear disadvantage is the development of subtours which can have a signi cant impact on solution quality. W e use a Lagrangian approach to mitigate the formulation of subtours, but this does not completely eliminate the problem. In addition, the labels can alternate between discrete values, creating another source of instability.
2 The RAPID-ML algorithm RAPID-ML extends the notion of a single potential resource at each task to a set of path-dependent resources. There are two major di erences between the labels used in RAPID-SL and those in RAPID-ML. First, in RAPID-SL, after a task is covered, a potential resource is generated and we approximate its attributes. In RAPID-ML, a set of actual resources are associated with a task. The resource label of each o f these resources corresponds to a path of a real resource to reach this task. Second, in RAPID-ML, using these resource labels, we can generate`tour labels' which correspond to possible sequences of tasks which a n y resource, with a speci c set of attributes, may perform. These tour labels are similar to those found in column generation approaches to this problem. Thus, at any task`there exist two sets of labels: resource labels and tour labels. In order to completely represent a task, we m ust include all the labels at that task. Each resource label describes the past of a speci c resource which m a y c o ver that task. On the other hand, each tour label describes one possible future for a resource which c o vers this task. In RAPID-SL, we do not use tour labels.
The algorithm RAPID-ML is based around a candidate list which contains a list of all the resources available for assignment. At each iteration we retrieve an element from this list and, using the tour labels, assign it to its`best alternative'. After updating the sets of both resource and tour labels, we re-assign some of the resources to tasks based on estimated dual prices. We repeat this process until the candidate list is empty. I n RAPID-SL, we solve a sequence of minimum cost ow problems to get the dual prices. In RAPID-ML, we use an approach adopted from the auction algorithm of Bertsekas 4 for deriving the dual prices. Below, we provide the notation, followed by the description of the steps of the algorithm.
Notation
In RAPID-ML, we h a ve task labels, resource labels and tour labels. Since the task labels are the same as before, we only describe the resource label sets and the tour labels.
Resource label sets
Given we allow the calculation of multiple resource labels which m a y c o ver a given task, the attribute label a`for a potential resource generated by task`is now replaced by a set of resource labels. Let R`= Set of possible path-dependent resources at the completion of task`, 8`2 L A`= Set of all possible resource labels associated with the path-dependent resources in R`at the completion of
o illustrate the concept of multiple resource labels at a task we use the structure given in gure 2 to represent a set of resource labels A`. We use a cone to denote the set of resources at a task and a triangle to represent a single resource label in that set. Figure 3 shows the various ways for each driver to cover task 2. Each di erent path produces a separate resource label at task 2 which is speci c to the path taken by that driver. The two drivers have a total of ve di erent paths to reach task 2, and thus create ve di erent resource labels at task 2.
Tour label Each tour label describes one possible sequence of tasks which a resource may perform after it has completed a task. In order to be sure that the tour is feasible for a given resource, each label contains information about the tour. Let T = Space containing all possible tours labels T`= Set of tour labels at the completion of task`, 8 Similar to the resource labels we use the structure in gure 4 to represent the set of tour labels at a task. A sphere represents the set of tour labels and a circle represents a single tour label.
Some examples of tour labels are shown in gure 5. Label 1 describes the tour which covers task 2 after task 1 and then terminates. Label 3 described the tour which c o vers task 4 and then 2, after task 3 has been completed. Notice that there is only one label at task 2. This is because all the tours which c o ver this task terminate there and hence will have the same tour label. Figure 6 illustrates the integration of resource and tour labels into a single structure.
From now o n w e shall depict a task using this representation. Note that initially each task contains no labels and is simply represented by a sphere and cone. In order 
Tour label generation
Once the resource labels have been generated which correspond to a sequence of tasks in a tour, we can use these labels to generate tour labels for that tour. For example, consider the tour illustrated in gure 8 where driver A covers tasks 1 and 2 in sequence. Assume that there is nothing that the driver can do after completing task 2. That is, the corresponding tour label t at task 2 is: t =
Let r 2 R 1 be the resource representing driver A at the completion of task 1. Then, a new label t 0 , t 0 2 T will be generated as: Generating these labels enables us to calculate how m uch revenue a resource r is capable of earning after it covers a task`by solving: Constraint 11 ensures that the driver does not exceed its maximum daily driving limit for that day; other constraints can be included as the application requires.
The Algorithm
RAPID-ML partially relaxes the ow conservation constraints given by equations 2 and 3 to allow for the case where the ow i n to any given task or terminal may exceed the ow out. In other words, the`=' in 2 is replaced by à '.
De ne: C = Candidate list of unassigned resources P r = List of resource labels generated when r covers some tasks C r = Ordered list of tasks that resource r can cover = 1 ; : : : ; jLj such that ca r ; b 1 : : : ca r ; b jLj .
R`= Set R`at the current iteration.
T`= Set T`at the current iteration.
p`= Dual price for constraint 2 for task`. p`= Estimate of p`at the current iteration. r = Estimated revenue of the best assignment for resource r. w r = Estimated revenue of the second best assignment for resource r.
We n o w formally present each step of the algorithm together with an intuitive explanation and illustration of each step with reference to the example given in gure 7.
Step 1 -Label Initialization Step 2 -Initial Label Generation For each distinct r 2 R 0 :
LG1: Initialize the list P r = ;
LG2: Initialize C r = `1; : : : ; jLj such that: ca r ; b 1 : : : ca r ; b jLj .
LG3: Create P r For i = 1 ::m for some m jLj Set P r = P r M a r ; b i LG4: Find the task in C r with the highest contribution Let` = C r 1 , a r = Ma r ; b LG5: Remove` from the list C r = C r n C r 1 , Set P r = P r na r LG6: Cover a task R` = R` r , Set x r;r = 1 r r LG7: If ca r ; b = 1;8`2 L i.e. no task can be c overed b y r CONTINUE else GOTO LG1. LG8: De ne the tour labels for the tasks on the path just found recursively. , then, using the backward recursive strategy discussed earlier in subsection 2.2, generates the corresponding tour labels.
The tour generation logic is based on a breadth-rst approach b y generating resource labels at the m most pro table tasks and putting them into a candidate list. We then repeat this procedure for each resource in that candidate list which generates new candidate lists and resource labels as the tour progresses. Based on the assumption that each c hild is dealt with before the parent w e then work through each of the candidate lists until they are all empty.
Example Figure 9 illustrates an example of this process. We start with the initial resource A and loop over the ve tasks. In this example we take m = 3 and the most pro table tasks are 1, 3 and 5; task 1 being the most pro table. We then generate the new resource labels a 1 , a 3 and a 5 at tasks 1, 3 and 5, respectively, and place them in the list P A .
We n o w repeat this process from a 1 . This generates two more resource labels a 2 and a 4 at tasks 2 and 4 respectively which are placed in a separate list P 1 . T ask We n o w trace back along the tasks that were covered and generate a new tour label which describes the completion of the tour from that task on. The tour label at task 2 is given by: t = ; t . We n o w delete a 2 from the list P 1 and perform the same procedure for the next resource in the candidate list, a 4 . Once that candidate list is empty w e then delete a 1 from P A and repeat the procedure for every element i n P A . When that list is empty w e m o ve on to driver B and repeat the process.
Step 3 -Flow Adjustment Motivation The motivation behind equations 12 and 13 is as follows. When evaluating the best decision for a resource we take three elements into consideration. The rst is the revenue earned from covering the task, cr; . The second, r;`, i s h o w m uch revenue the resource can earn after it has completed task`and the third term, p`, is the estimated`price' of the task. This is how m uch the resource must be prepared to pay i f i t w ants to cover this task. It measures the level of competition for the task, the more intense the competition, the higher the price. This notion of placing a price on a task is derived from the approach of Bertsekas 4 . Explanation of step 3 When a resource r is retrieved from the candidate list it may be either unassigned or it may be assigned to some task,`. If the resource is unassigned then we m ust calculate v r to determine which task to cover next using equation 13. Having determined` we then check to see if that task is already covered by another resource saŷ r and remove all ow out of that resource.
If, on the other hand, the resource is already assigned, then we e v aluate the nextbest assignment using equation 12 to check that if the current assignment is still the best assignment within for this resource. If it is, then we m o ve o n t o t h e next element in the candidate list. Otherwise, we re-direct the ow out of resource r to its new best assignment.
Example After several iterations of the algorithm the current state of the system is shown in gure 10.
The next resource in the candidate list is resource 1 with label a 1 which i s currently assigned to task 4. After verifying that the best strategy for this resource is still task 1, we remove resource 1 from the candidate list and move on to the next element resource 3 with label a 3 . This resource is currently unassigned and on evaluating equation 13, we nd that the best task for this resource is task 4 using tour label t. This task is currently covered by the resource with label a 1 so We n o w generate the new resource label a 5 at task 4, assign ow from a 3 to a 5 and place resource 5 into the candidate list. The new situation is shown in gure 11.
Step 4 -Dual Adjustment Evaluate: w r = max gives the reduction in revenue incurred if resource r was diverted to its second best alternative. This is our estimate for p`. This is the adjustment given in Bertsekas' auction algorithm 4 for the assignment problem. However, in the assignment problem once a resource is assigned to some task it remains covered at each subsequent iteration. In our problem when a resource is knocked o a task it also frees up all the other tasks which i t m a y have c o vered. The problem we face is what to do with the prices on these newly uncovered tasks. This issue is addressed in step 6.
To prevent the algorithm from entering into price wars over a task by making bids of zero r = w r w e perturb the price by a positive amount each time the price is adjusted.
Step 5 -Update Tour Labels T . If not then we augment the set of tour labels at each task to represent the new tour. The generation of these labels follows the same recursive strategy as the initial label building process. In practice it is this continual updating of T which
gives us more accurate estimates of r;`t han the labels developed from the initial greedy approach.
Once the tour is completed we n o w place the resource which c o vers the last task in the tour back i n to the candidate list so that we can check the validity of this decision at some subsequent iteration.
Step 6 -Secondary Dual Adjustment if ITER = n x ITERREDUCE for some n 2 Z + then
For each`such that x`= 0 set p`= p` for some 0 1 Explanation of step 6 When a driver is knocked o a tour consisting of several tasks some of the tasks that were in the tour may remain uncovered during subsequent iterations. If the prices on these tasks are not reduced then a driver may ignore these tasks because of their high price. The strategy which w e h a ve adopted is to reduce the price by a factor every n iterations as long as these tasks remain uncovered. At some point the price may decrease su ciently to become attractive to some resource.
Step 7 -Termination Check if C = ; then CONTINUE else GOTO STEP 3.
Step 8 -Reduce and re-solve Set = = if min then for every r 2 Rsuch that z r = 1 , s e t C = C r; GOTO STEP 3. Explanation of step 8 The epsilon reduction strategy is similar to the approach adopted by Bertsekas 4 . We discuss this in greater detail in the next section.
Step 9 -Uncovered Task Dual Adjustment 8`2 Lsuch that x`= 0 set p`= 0 8r 2 R 0 such that z r = 1 set C = C r REPEAT STEPS 3 TO 7 THEN TERMINATE Explanation of step 9 Since it is possible that after several iterations uncovered tasks with positive prices will remain we reduce all the uncovered task prices to zero and perform one more iteration.
Numerical experiments
This section presents a comparison of the two algorithms RAPID-SL and RAPID-ML. The algorithms were tested on data sets with various properties. We use several criteria as measures for performance.
We also describe some of the strengths and weaknesses of both types of algorithms and discuss their adaptability to solving real-time problems. The algorithms were tested on both randomly generated and real world problems obtained from a truck-load motor carrier. All tests were done on an Indy Silicon Graphics Workstation 250 MHZ IP22 Processor.
Problem Sets
The characteristics of the randomly generated and real world problems are described below.
Real World Problems The real world problems used in this comparison are an example of the drayage problem and have a v ery speci c structure. In drayage problems the tasks typically consist of loads which h a ve to be transported either to or from a rail terminal. In this case a typical driver tour will start from a terminal where he will collect a load and take it to its destination. He will then move empty to pick up a second load and bring that load back to the terminal. A driver will typically perform several of these moves in a day.
Randomly Generated Although the real-world data sets are interesting from a practical standpoint, the randomly generated data sets allow us more freedom to construct examples which highlight the properties of each algorithm.
In order to assess both algorithms in multiple situations we generated a number of problems with three di erent time-window constraints, wide, tight and mixed; and also with di erent tour lengths. The wide time windows stretched the length of the entire planning horizon, which in this case was one day. The mixed category contained approximately 25 percent perfectly tight time windows, 25 percent wide and 50 percent were uniformly distributed between the two. The task origin and destinations were uniformly distributed over a given set of locations which w ere based around a central hub. The algorithms were tested on two di erent tour lengths. The rst set exhibits an average tour length between 1 to 5 tasks and the results for these problems are given in table 2. The second set of results, given in table 3, are for problems where the average tour length ranges from 2 to 9 tasks.
Implementation issues
Several issues arose in implementation of both RAPID-SL and RAPID-ML. The main ones were as follows.
Arc generation
One issue common to both algorithms is the generation of arcs from resources to tasks. The size of the problems we are dealing with prohibit the calculation of every arc in the network so we h a ve used a`space-lling' procedure 3 to only generate arcs between resources and`near' tasks. In practice, the origin of a task should be su ciently close enough to a resource to justify a deadhead movement.
Stability of RAPID-SL
The subtour logic in RAPID-SL does not eliminate subtours at each iteration. This results in some degree of instability in the solution and in order to prevent termination problems we only allow SL to run for a maximum number of iterations and then terminate the algorithm. The solution we take is the best one up to and including that iteration. This number was set to 20. The assignment problem was solved using a network simplex code.
Although subtours can occur in any problem class, they are more likely to occur as the tour length increases; hence one would expect the solution quality for SL in these types of problems to be signi cantly lower. This hypothesis is tested in the next section where we compare RAPID-SL and RAPID-ML on problems with varying tour lengths.
Control parameters for RAPID-ML
The main parameters in RAPID-ML to be set are , N and . The rst two parameters control the periodic price reduction of each uncovered task, de ned in step 8 of the algorithm. After performing numerous experiments we found that the values which, on average, gave the highest objective function values were = 0.6 and N = 25. The parameter is discussed next.
Epsilon Strategies
In setting a value for we followed the approach suggested by Bertsekas 4 , that is, we solved the problem with a relatively high around 100 and then iteratively reduced it until it fell below a speci ed minimum, min . In practice, we set the amount w e divide by at each iteration to 4 and min the stopping point to 5. Di erent strategies can a ect solution quality a s w ell as CPU times. We tested various strategies on several assignment problems and the results are summarized in table 1. The solution is given as a percentage of the optimum solution.
In Strategy 1 0 was set to 100 and we terminated the algorithm at step 8. Strategy 2 w as the same as strategy 1 but 0 was set to 1. Strategy 3 is the method described by Bertsekas 4 and reviewed above.
As expected strategy 1 terminated quicker but gave the worst solution quality, i n accordance with the`epsilon optimality' properties of the auction algorithm. The second gave a better solution quality but the CPU requirements were too large for the class of problems which w e are aiming to solve. The third option gave a good balance between the two. Strategy Solution CPU Average  1  78  3  2  99  150  3  94  5  Table 1 Tables 2 to 7 compare the performance of RAPID-SL denoted as SL and RAPID-ML denoted as ML to a Dantzig-Wolfe column generation procedure denoted as DWCG that can produce an optimal solution on randomly generated and real-world problem sets. Each of the task sets were tested on two eet sizes, excess and constrained. In the excess case left column there were idle drivers who did not cover any tasks whereas in the constrained case right column all drivers covered at least one task.
In general RAPID-SL performs much better under excess eet capacity, attaining solutions which o n a verage are within 5 percent of the optimal solution. However, in the constrained case, the shortage of drivers forces both algorithms to cover the tasks with fewer drivers resulting in an increased tour length. As the tour length increases so does the occurrence of subtours resulting in a signi cantly lower solution quality for the constrained case and one can see from table 3 that SL covers signi cantly fewer tasks than both ML and DWCG.
From tables 2 to 3 we can see that RAPID-ML and RAPID-SL are approximately equivalent on unconstrained data sets. However, in the constrained case RAPID-ML consistently outperforms RAPID-SL. RAPID-ML is clearly better at utilizing the available duty time, covering more tasks than SL in every data set. However, there is a notable increase in the CPU time required to solve the problem. This is mainly due to the initial label building strategy which generates increasingly more labels as the possible tour length increases.
We n o w turn our attention to the real world problems given in tables 4 to 7. In the unconstrained examples the algorithms have approximately the same objective functions but in the constrained cases RAPID-SL is not as e cient at utilizing available duty time and RAPID-ML consistently outperforms RAPID-SL in both objective v alue and coverage but at the cost of a signi cant increase in CPU times in some cases.
Real Time Implementation
In cases where the driver's tour length is short, typically only one or two tasks long, RAPID-SL will provide optimal or near-optimal solutions to these problems. We h a ve successfully implemented a real-time version of RAPID-SL in a truckload application where the problem structure exhibits the above properties.
In our implementation the problem is solved from scratch once the system is initialized at 7.00 am. Updates, which occur approximately every 20 seconds, are incorporated into the solution as the day progresses. The initial network usually consists of approximately 1000 drivers and 1500 tasks at any one solution pass. The initial solution takes approximately one or two minutes to reach a solution but updates require considerably less computational e ort and take approximately 5 seconds.
The updating procedures for RAPID-SL are as follows. For each c hange to an existing driver we re-cost all the arcs out of that driver and resolve using the modi ed network. If a new driver is added then we simply add in the arcs from the new driver to the tasks and re-solve.
The addition of a new task is similar. For each new task we add in the arcs from each potential and real driver to that task and from the potential driver at that task to all the other tasks in the network and re-solve. Changes to a task's attributes are incorporated using a similar strategy.
The addition of a driver simply means re-initializing the candidate list and repeating the algorithm from step 3. The addition of a task requires the generation of a set of tour labels for that task which can be accomplished using the existing sets of tour labels at other tasks. Once the tour labels are generated, we can then re-initialize the candidate list and repeat from step 3 to check if this task, which w e initially price at zero, is attractive t o a n y resource.
Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to develop a class of algorithms to solve the Dynamic Assignment Problem in a real-time environment caused by the dynamic nature of the problem which w e wish to solve. This means that the algorithms must be able to incorporate updates to the problem and produce good quality solutions in a matter of seconds. We also require that the procedures are exible enough to simulate the complex environment of a real-world situation. We h a ve described two algorithms, RAPID-SL and RAPID-ML, which satisfy all of the above criteria. We h a ve tested both algorithms on a variety of data sets, both realworld and randomly generated. We h a ve also compared both solutions to an optimal column generation procedure and can draw the following conclusions:
RAPID-SL produces results that, on average, are within 4:1 percent of optimality for problems that are not tightly resource constrained.
RAPID-SL's performance decreases as the number of tasks in a tour increases and the problem becomes more resource constrained.
RAPID-ML outperforms SL on problems with longer tours which are prone to instability brought about by subtours. RAPID-ML is better at utilizing available driver time resulting in increased coverage over SL on all data sets.
Both algorithms provide high quality solutions when there are enough resources to cover most of the tasks, with RAPID-ML outperforming RAPID-SL by a n a verage of 1.6 percent. When resources are tightly constrained, ML outperforms SL by a n average of 13 percent.
CPU times for RAPID-ML are greater than those for SL but are still compatible with its use in a real world environment.
Both algorithms are easily adaptable to real-time updates, and provide dual information needed to produce alternative solutions.
